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INTRODUCTION
Context
Resolutions and reports adopted at the international
level in the last few years provide that a more consistent and sustainable alignment between climate
change adaptation (CCA) and disaster risk reduc1
tion (DRR) is today considered a global priority. The
present review offers a comprehensive and up-todate overview of existing knowledge on the topic and
looks into an array of potential avenues for solutions
from the literature that could be relevant for law
and policy at the national and sub-national level, as
reported in the literature.
As commonly stated in the literature, the basic
connection between CCA and DRR lies in the overarching goals of both sectors, namely reduction of
losses due to climate-related hazards (including
2
both slow-onset and extreme events) and the
improvement of communities’ resilience (i.e. their
capacity to regain equilibrium after critical system
3
disruptions) . In that perspective, several implementing actions could indistinguishably relate
to DRR and CCA and can, therefore, be mutually
4
beneficial.
Furthermore, both sectors can have direct and intertwined implications in the adoption of sustainable
5
development measures, as well as in other fields
of action (e.g. food security; reduction of social
inequalities; protection of vulnerable groups; and
6
safety of ecosystems). The two sectors also recognize that the impact of hydrometeorological and
climate-related hazards is felt most intensely by the
poorest and more marginalised sectors of popula7
tions. Further, the humanitarian “cost” of the lack

of integrated and effective strategies to prevent cli8
mate-related disasters could almost double by 2050.
For all these reasons, the literature widely acknowledges that a comprehensive understanding of the
two sectors within national and sub-national institutions, normative frameworks and implementation
mechanisms would allow for: greater impact by
law and policies; more efficient use of available
resources (both human and material); and more
9
effective action in reducing vulnerabilities. This
appears as pivotal for the improvement of governmental and societal responses against climate risks
that threaten human beings and ecosystems all
around the globe.
However, while the conceptual boundaries in normative development, policymaking and programming
have progressively lessened in the past few years, a
sustainable and practical approach to integrating
10
CCA and DRR appears to still be “in its infancy”.
The most emblematic evidence of the persistence of
these gaps at the national level is the lack of a clear
understanding of how existing climate risks relate
11
to the sector of disaster risk management (DRM),
and how DRR norms, policies and actions systematically considers future climate change patterns.
Indeed, the literature suggests the way in which the
different disaster management phases (preparation,
response, recovery and mitigation) are designed,
incorporate new or predicted impacts and accommodate changes in the frequency and magnitude of
climate-related events over time, indicates how (and
if) CCA-DRR combination is taking place.

Methodology and structure
Aimed primarily at a policy audience and mainly
focusing on national and sub-national scales, the
present study is part of the preparatory analysis and
research undertaken by the International Federation
of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies (IFRC) and
the School of Law of the University College Cork of
Ireland. It is aimed at filling the gaps and update
existing knowledge, recommendations and advocacy

12

tools on law and DRR. The request for a better
understanding of the proper meaning of “CCA-DRR
13
coherence”, and on how law and policies could
promote it, has been expressed by governmental representatives and National Red Cross Red Crescent
Societies in the course of a series of thematic work14
shops organised by the IFRC.

1
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This review will provide the baseline for further
in-country research aimed at assessing and evaluating the processes that led to the adoption, or
hindered, particularly innovative national and
sub-national legislation and policies favouring
CCA-DRR coherence. This advanced research will
be conducted through qualitative methodologies
techniques, mainly consisting of semi-structured
interviews with “key-informants” (i.e. public officials,
parliamentarians, Red Cross Red Crescent staff, lawyers, technical experts, scholars, representatives of
local association and NGOs).
This study has been realised through a desk-based
collection of technical-scientific analysis; policy documents; institutional reports; and research studies
and at all levels. The selection and comparative
assessment of these documents have been instrumental to the work of synthesis and systematic

consolidation of their content. However, such an
effort did not necessarily ponder the objective basis
and factual elements on which those findings have
been provided.
As for its structure, the first section of the document
will retrace the current understanding of the main
concepts in both disciplines and the role of the key
bodies respectively involved. The following section
outlines the historical basis for the juxtaposition of
CCA and DRR, focussing on the main points of contact, synergies and overlaps. Next, the main gaps,
limitations and obstacles that still hinder a practical
combination of adaptive and risk-reduction measures are explored. The final section consolidates a
series of recurring recommendations and suggested
measures to be considered by stakeholders aiming
at scale up their “climate-smart disaster risk man15
agement” approach.

“No one organisation,
network or government
can end the climate
crisis overnight, but we
can act together to stop
a climate catastrophe
from engulfing hundreds
of millions of lives in
disaster after disaster.”
Francesco Rocca
President of the International Federation
of Red Cross and Red Crescent Societies
IFRC, The Cost of Doing Nothing (2019)

2 © Benjamin Suomela/Finnish Red Cross

© Aapo Huhta / Finnish Red Cross
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1

CCA AND DRR
UP-TO-DATE SUMMARY OF BASIC TERMS
AND CONCEPTS
1.1

CLIMATE CHANGE ADAPTATION (CCA)

Any process that causes adjustments to a climate
system—from a volcanic eruption to a cyclical
change in solar activity—could be described as cre16
ating “climate change”. However, the phrase is most
often used today as shorthand for anthropogenic
climate change—in other words, climate change
caused by humans.
The principal way in which humans are understood
to be affecting the climate is through the release of
17
heat-trapping greenhouse gases (GHG) into the air.
Therefore, climate change is often used interchangeably with “global warming”, thus reflecting the strong
warming trend that scientists have observed over the

past century or so. Strictly speaking, however, climate change is a more accurate phrase than global
warming, as rising temperatures can cause a host of
other climatic impacts, such as changes in rainfall
patterns. Plus, climate change can also cause irregular decreases in temperatures at the local level.
Very generally speaking, there are two main potential responses to climate change: mitigation and
adaptation. While the first addresses the root causes,
by reducing greenhouse gas emissions, adaptation
seeks to lower the risks posed by the consequences
18
of climatic changes. Both approaches are today
considered by the international community as

3
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necessary and complementary strategies: even in
the case of a substantial reduction in GHG emissions in the coming years, adaptation will still be
necessary to deal with the negative effects that have
19
already been set in motion.
Adaptive practices to climatic conditions have
commonly been adopted by humans in different cultural and geographical contexts throughout history.
Nevertheless, contemporary trends in climate change
patterns affecting the frequency, variability and magnitude of meteorological hazards raise the need to
scale-up a wide range of preventive and preparatory measures. The key objective of climate change
adaptation (CCA) is, therefore, to reduce human vulnerability to events provoked by climate change.
“Vulnerability” can be considered as determined by
three factors: exposure to hazards (such as reduced
rainfall), sensitivity to those hazards (such as an
economy dominated by rain-fed agriculture), and
the capacity to adapt to those hazards (for example,
whether farmers have the money, access or skills
20
to grow more drought-resistant crops). Adaptation
measures, both spontaneous or pre-planned, aim at
influencing these three factors to build adaptive
capacities (i.e. through infrastructural improvements or prompting changes in the population
habits).
In 2015, through the adoption of the Paris Agreement
on Climate Change of the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change (UNFCCC), the

1.2

On the implementation side at country level,
national adaptation plans (NAPs) are today key in
identifying sectors for strengthening resilience and
the UN has called on governments to mainstream
them with national strategies on development and
23
risk. Building on the previous national adaptation
programmes of action (NAPAs), more focused on
projects and only considering least developed countries (LDCs), NAPs can be established by all States
as a means for identifying respective medium- and
long-term adaptation needs and developing and
implementing strategies and programmes to address
them. In addition, nationally determined contributions (NDCs), key documents for the achievement of
Paris Agreement long-term goals, embody efforts by
each country not only to reduce national emissions
24
but also to adapt to the impacts of climate change.

DISASTER RISK REDUCTION (DRR)

Starting from the position that there is no such thing
as a ‘natural’ disaster, but only natural and technological hazards that can impact on society and the
25
environment at different scales, disaster risk reduction (DRR) is today defined as:
“[t]he concept and practice of reducing disaster
risks through systematic efforts to analyse and
manage the causal factors of disasters, including
through reduced exposure to hazards, lessened vulnerability of people and property, wise
management of land and the environment, and
26
improved preparedness for adverse events”.

4

international community hoped to strengthen the
ability of countries to deal with the impacts of climate change, with a strong focus on climate change
mitigation. In addition, however, the Paris Agreement
acknowledged adaptation as “a global challenge
faced by all with local, subnational, national, regional
and international dimensions” and took into account
“the urgent and immediate needs of those developing
country Parties that are particularly vulnerable to
21
the adverse effects of climate change”. From a legal
point of view, all Parties accepted to engage in adaptation planning as well as to submit and periodically
update an adaptation communication on their priorities, implementation and support needs, plans
22
and actions.

In a nutshell, DRR primarily aims to reduce the
damage caused by “small-scale and large-scale,
frequent and infrequent, sudden and slow-onset
disasters caused by natural or man-made hazards,
as well as related environmental, technological and
27
biological hazards and risks” —“through an ethic
28
of prevention”.
According to the definition above, it must be considered that preventive concepts and practice are
equally applicable to different sectors of society
including (among others) land management, food
production, building codes, funding systems, and
education. The choices made by governments in
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these sectors affect vulnerability and resilience
levels of people and property against the occurrence
of a wide variety of hazards.
DRR policies and strategies are, therefore, connected
with the more practical concept of disaster risk management (DRM) jointly with preparedness and risk
assessment measures, e.g. early warning systems
29
(EWS), but is also linked to the concept of sustainability, since “in order for development activities to
30
be sustainable they must also reduce disaster risk”.
Thus, DRR implies cross-sectoral action involving
both the public and private sector, which interacts
with major global dynamics such as demographic
trends, migration flows, economic development, and
31
climate change.
The identification of DRR as a distinct sector dates
back to the last decade of the 20th Century when
the UN General Assembly (UNGA) decided to designate the 1990s as an “awareness-raising” decade
in which the international community paid special
attention to the promotion of international co-op32
eration in this field. The first World Conference on
33
Natural Disasters held in Yokohama, Japan in 1994,
together with the International Strategy for Disaster
34
Reduction established by the end of the decade,
represent the two foundational milestones of this
period. The second World Conference on Disaster
Reduction, held in Kobe, Japan in 2005, led to the
adoption of the Hyogo Framework for Action 2005–
2015, aimed at “building the resilience of Nations and
35
communities to disasters”.
Currently, the main DRR policy framework at the
global level is the Sendai Framework for Disaster Risk
Reduction 2015–2030, adopted at the Third UN World
Conference in Sendai (Japan) in 2015.36 Its main
goal is to “prevent new and reduce existing disaster
risk through the implementation of integrated and
inclusive economic, structural, legal, social, health,
cultural, educational, environmental, technological,
political and institutional measures that prevent and
reduce hazard exposure and vulnerability to disaster,
increase preparedness for response and recovery, and
37
thus strengthen resilience”. As stated in its global
Target E, the international community committed to
“Substantially increase the number of countries with
national and local disaster risk reduction strategies by
38
2020”. The innovative adoption of benchmark indicators and evaluation mechanisms, endorsed by the

UNGA in 2016, were deemed necessary for the moni39
toring and assessment of State progress.

“The international community
committed to substantially
increase the number of
countries with national and
local disaster risk reduction
strategies by 2020.”
The format and content of national and local DRR
strategies may vary, and they can be framed in one
single comprehensive document or in a system of
tools across sectors and stakeholders “with one over40
arching document linking them”. However, some
fundamental elements are required for an effective
and successful DRR strategy, such as the need to promote policy coherence, the existence of a legislative
framework for its enforcement, a clear definition of
public and private responsibilities, clear timeframes
41
and stable financial support.
While national DRR strategies fall under the direct
responsibility of national and/or subnational
authorities, governments can also benefit from the
42
existence of supranational regional platforms. In
fact, these regional bodies act as multi-stakeholder
forums for intergovernmental collaboration and
exchange, where governmental representatives
commit to improving coordination and implementation of disaster risk reduction activities, thus linking
global and regional policies to national and local
DRR legislation, strategies or plans. The increasing
focus on promoting the role of local actors requires a
linkage between global, regional and national strategies and plans to support concrete action at the
community level.
The UN Office for Disaster Risk Reduction (UNDRR)—
formerly known as UNISDR—is the focal point of
the United Nations system for disaster risk reduction and the custodian of the Sendai Framework. It
provides a vehicle for cooperation among governments, organisations and civil society actors in the
implementation of the Framework, supports countries and societies in its implementation, monitoring
and review of progress.

5
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2

LINKING CCA AND DRR
TWO SECTORS WITH CONVERGING AIMS
2.1

HISTORICAL ALIGNMENT

In light of the definitions provided above, it is evident
that the two sectors are closely and substantially
interrelated through their conceptual understanding,
1
main purposes, professional expertise and practice.
Nevertheless, at the international level, the cognizance of these overlaps is relatively recent. The origin
of the CCA-DRR convergence process can be traced
back through the work of the Intergovernmental
2
Panel for Climate Change (IPCC).
Before the 2000s, climate change was mainly considered as an environmental problem and the response
emphasised the reduction of greenhouse gases. In
this phase, the discussion on climate change adaptation in the IPCC was seen, to a certain extent, as

8

a “distraction” from more rigorous climate change
3
mitigation goals. The period between the 2000s and
2012 was then defined by the growing recognition
that the effects of climate change were unavoidable
and as such required humanity to adapt in the near
4
term. In particular, the third assessment report of
the IPCC (AR3, 2001) drew the world’s attention to
the unavoidable impacts of human-induced climate
change, so the need for adaptation moved onto the
international agenda.
In this phase, the first mechanisms envisaged under
the UNFCCC were NAPAs which aimed to enhance
the understanding of adaptation for developing
countries and enable concrete measures to be taken.
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While the Hyogo Framework for Action 2005–2015
promoted the integration of CCA and DRR strategies
and called for a clear identification of climate-re5
lated disaster risks, the Bali Action Plan (BAP) agreed
by the XIII Conference of the Parties (CoP) in 2007,
placed adaptation on an equal footing with mitiga6
tion and highlighted DRR as a critical tool for CCA. In
2010 (UNFCCC CoP 16) States agreed on the Cancún
Adaptation Framework, which included setting up
an Adaptation Committee to promote the implemen7
tation of stronger, cohesive action on adaptation.
With the development and publication of the IPCC
Special Report on Managing the Risk of Extreme
Events and Disasters to Advance Climate Change
Adaptation (SREX Report, 2012), as well as with the
activation of the special programme of the United
Nations Framework for the Convention on Climate
Change on Loss and Damage (UNFCCC, 2012) and
the Warsaw International Mechanism the following
8
year, greater emphasis was put on actual cooperation and synergies between DRR and CCA in
international negotiations, national programmes
and local activities. The same approach has been
expressly recognised by the international community in the outcome document of the United Nations
9
Conference on Sustainable Development (Rio +20).
Nowadays, thanks to these paradigm-setting developments, the international community widely
recognises the need to discuss the development of
common CCA-DRR strategies in a more coherent
10
manner. As mentioned in the introduction,

2.2

non-linear change in hazard intensity and frequency is widely acknowledged, as climate change
is affecting the intensive and extensive nature of risk
(e.g. generating more powerful storms, aggravating
coastal flooding, bringing higher temperatures and
longer droughts), leading to calls to proclaim the
11
existence of a “climate emergency”.
The idea that climate-related hazards are often influenced or even caused by human interventions, as in
the case of climate change, is commonly considered
by the scientific community as a major driver and
12
amplifier of disaster losses and failed development.
Moreover, higher risks could also derive from indirect
effects such as declines in water quality and food
13
14
security, threats to human health, and changes in
15
disease vectors such as malaria and cholera.
This highlights the systemic interactions between
natural and non-natural risks, which often require
complex and uncertain assessment and evalua16
tion approaches. Against the recognition that the
management of risk is directly affected by climate
change, the overall picture on how to envision major
coherence between DRR and adaptation to climate
change remains relatively opaque, with direct consequences for practical cooperation on the ground.
Additionally, the protection of the most vulnerable
against climate-related hazards is often multifaceted and context-dependent, as it also addresses the
fulfilment of basic rights, needs, and livelihoods and
is thus linked by some authors to the broader con17
cept of “human security”.

SIMILARITIES, INTERCONNECTIONS AND COMMON CONCERNS

The core elements for assessing the DRR-CCA relationship have been identified by the IPCC SREX
Report (2012) in the so-called ‘determinants of risk’.
The Report differentiates three key factors tied to
disaster risk in a specific context: physical events
18
(hazards), exposure and vulnerability. It emphasises that changes in the physical climate system
due to natural variability and anthropogenic climate change need to be considered separately from
vulnerability and exposure of individuals and communities. These two variables are in turn considered
as “dynamic, varying across temporal and spatial
scales, and depend on economic, social, geographic,
demographic, cultural, institutional, governance,

and environmental factors influenced by develop19
ment processes”.
The evolving discourse around the concept of vulnerability undertaken since 2000 by CCA and DRR
experts and practitioners, has become a fundamental point of contact and source of integration
20
over the years. In this regard, the SREX Report
strengthens the understanding of the social construction of risk through the lens of vulnerability,
not simply considering the latter as a characteristic
of physical phenomena but rather as shaped by
human and societal processes and patterns. Hence,
DRR and CCA are embedded and closely linked to

9
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sustainable development processes. Also, from the
medium-long term perspective, CCA and DRR are
directly influenced by other trends (e.g. migration
flows and demographic changes) which act as a key
factor in determining the evolution of vulnerability
and exposure patterns.

“[B]uild the resilience of the
poor and those in vulnerable
situations and reduce their
exposure and vulnerability to
climate-related extreme events
and other [...] environmental
shocks and disasters” (SDG 1.5)
At present, these links are clearly identified
throughout the UN Agenda 2030 and by its centrepiece, the Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs). In fact, among the numerous references to
climate-related disasters contained therein, SDG
1.5 stresses the need to “build the resilience of the
poor and those in vulnerable situations and reduce
their exposure and vulnerability to climate-related
extreme events and other […] environmental shocks
and disasters”. Moreover, SDG 13.1 urges States to
“Strengthen resilience and adaptive capacity to climate-related hazards and natural disasters in all
countries”. Any measure that is aimed at combining CCA and DRR—in regional, national, or local
plans—can potentially be “mainstreamed into
risk-informed socioeconomic development plan21
ning”. Reflecting the need for policy coherence,
the parallel commitments set out in Target E of
the Sendai Framework and in States’ NAPs under
the UNFCCC are expected to contribute towards the
accomplishment of the SDGs.
Among the most relevant initiatives recently
launched at the global level, the Global Commission
on Adaptation (GCA) was launched on 16th
October 2018 by former UN Secretary General
Ban Ki-moon to inspire policies and action among
decision-makers, including heads of state and government officials, mayors, business executives,
22
investors, and community leaders. Building on
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one of the key action-tracks established by the GCA
to prevent disasters, the Risk-Informed Early Action
Partnership (REAP) was presented at the UN Climate
Action Summit in September 2019. The main focus
of the REAP is to scale-up investment in people-centred early warning systems, expand forecast-based
financing and action in the humanitarian sector, and
to strengthen national social protection systems and
the coherence of disaster management and adapta23
tion policies.
Beyond references to how the issue is framed at
the international level and in global strategies, the
CCA-DRR nexus concretely takes shape in national
laws and policies. For example, the abovementioned
NAPAs provide a process for LDCs to identify specific areas of urgency and have access to targeted
24
project funding. The 51 NAPAs submitted so far
to the UNFCCC by LDCs highlights in some cases
the importance of DRR, as for instance in stabilising
the availability of water during dry seasons or man25
aging increased malaria risk. The most recently
presented NAPA, submitted by South Sudan in 2017,
clearly identifies DRR as a priority thematic area
and highlights a key adaptation project currently
being undertaken to establish improved drought and
flood EWSs through an improved hydrometeorological monitoring network as a means of reducing the
26
impact of those events on rural communities.
The parallel NAP process started in Durban in 2011
and open to all developing countries (not just to LDCs
as in case of NAPAs), is aimed at a more holistic and
flexible approach towards a comprehensive mediumand long-term climate adaptation planning. Among
the 13 NAPs submitted to the UNFCCC Secretariat
as of November 2019, only 3 (Brazil, Colombia, Fiji)
clearly refer to the Sendai Framework; while only
the one presented by the Republic of Fiji addresses
the topic of “Policy Alignment to International
27
Processes” in a dedicated section. Moreover, some
general references to DRR and/or DRM have been
made in more than 50 Nationally Determined
28
Contributions (NDCs) reports submitted by State
parties as required by the Paris Agreement, although
only in two cases (Colombia and India) is the Sendai
29
Framework explicitly mentioned.
In the past decade, some virtuous (but isolated) practice of integration of CCA and DRR in legal and policy
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frameworks have been identified at the national
30
level, and convergence examples have been
observed within some European countries, thus pro31
viding examples of subnational implementation.
The specific forms of shared approaches for reducing
and managing disaster risk in a changing climate are
likely to vary and can be supported by reform and
policies that national and local authorities embark
on in several fields of activities. For instance, the
adoption of “adaptive” social protection tools (e.g.
weather-based crop insurance or off-farm employment guarantee schemes in rural areas) has been
identified as a potential improvement for strengthening local resilience and reinforcing people’s coping
32
capacities. The mobilisation of resources by public
and/or private stakeholders (e.g. risk financing plans
and insurance schemes considering longer-term prevention) is also considered as a suitable solution in
33
both sectors.
Appropriate dissemination of information regarding
current and expected climate risks has been
recorded as an example of integrated adaptation and
risk management practice and some improvements
have been highlighted at the national level regarding
the way in which the management of climate risks
34
has been communicated to the general public. In
some specific cases, an amelioration of data sourcing
and modelling capacity on climatic extremes by both
government meteorological/hydrological agencies
and university departments have been recorded and
identified as an important element for the adoption
of practical measures, in particular, to improve com35
munication to end-users.

2.3
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Despite the handful of examples provided above,
and assuming the potential benefits deriving from
greater CCA-DRR alignment as a means of tackling different phases of the same ‘risk continuum’,
previous literature on the topic has highlighted an
overall lack of models and widespread national practice of such alignment, especially from a normative
36
perspective. It has been recognised that States’
disaster management laws and policies (as well
as other relevant sectoral laws) still need to better
integrate risk governance, climate change adapta37
tion efforts and development planning. As will be
outlined in the following paragraph, the accomplishment of this goal is still hindered by several factors.

MAJOR CHALLENGES AND GAPS IN LINKING DRR AND CCA

Beyond the alignment of aims and areas of intervention, the fact that the two sectors have partially
diverging backgrounds, methodologies and scopes of
action has also been considered by relevant literature.
A commonly referred aspect is the types of hazards
respectively addressed: the scope of action by DRR
practitioners is wider than CCA, as the former also
considers geophysical (e.g. earthquakes, tsunamis,
volcanic eruptions and landslides) and technological
(e.g. nuclear radiation, toxic wastes, dam failures)
38
hazards. Moreover, despite gradual incorporation
of scientific advances, members of the DRR community mainly stem from the humanitarian sector
and practitioners may be, therefore, more focused

on learning from past experiences and undertaking
risk assessments as a benchmarking exercise, thus
putting more emphasis on local communities and
39
localised needs.
Conversely, climate adaptation experts ostensibly
tend to consider long-term projections and predicted
effects, including changes in ecosystems and loss
of biodiversity, and therefore their scientific perspectives are more future-oriented. Their action
mainly follows more traditional intergovernmental
dynamics, springing from a relatively recent policy
agenda, with article 7 of the Paris Agreement (2015)
currently being the normative point of reference
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at the international level. Rather than focusing on
the more immediate impacts of disasters, climate
change adaptation activities often have broader
political-social-economic-environmental implications across a wide range of sectors.

© IFRC

The acknowledgement of these differing perspectives should not be overestimated or considered as an
insuperable obstacle toward a more holistic approach
between the two sectors. On the contrary, it should
help in identifying how and where synergies start
40
and stop, and mutual benefits can be achieved. A
full understanding of the specific shortcomings and
differences between DRR and CCA identified so far,
can help to explain why integrated “climate-smart
disaster risk management” remains underdeveloped.
According to the findings provided by the extensive
literature on the topic, these can be grouped in three
categories: a) physical and temporal gaps (i.e. different spatial and temporal scales); b) cultural gaps
(i.e. differences in the management of knowledge,
communication and information); and c) institutional gaps (i.e. different sources of authority or
norm systems).

A

Physical and temporal gaps

While DRR is commonly framed in a local dimension, being based on how a disaster is expected
to affect a specific human community, climate
change is a challenge that has historically been
41
addressed at the global scale. Despite the localised effects of climate change having been increas42
ingly considered, the way in which hazard
patterns, vulnerabilities and risks are addressed
and expected to evolve, is still often geographically
unaligned between the global and the local.
This could result in a scarcity of climate models
downscaled to the regional and local dimen43
sions. One of the main barriers to downscaling is the need to consider the multitude of
risk variabilities within any single country or
locality (e.g. vulnerability conditions as well as
socio-economic dynamics). In fact, the implementation of CCA and DRR frameworks is
necessarily country- and context-specific, and
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one-size-fits-all models for coherence could,
44
therefore, be unsuitable.
The different timescales for resource provision
and programme implementation constitute an
additional point of friction between CCA and DRR.
While CCA is more inclined to longer-term perspectives and planning, it has often been the case that
political attention and resources for disaster risk
reduction activities are more pronounced in the
aftermath of disasters and therefore are gener45
ally based on more event-related perceptions.
Despite the developments acknowledged in 2015
by the Sendai Framework, thanks to which DRR
“now officially focuses on disaster risk manage46
ment with a short, mid and long-term view, these
temporal discrepancies can still hinder procedural
and operational integration of respective projects
and interventions put in place by policymakers
and practitioners.
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B

Cultural gaps

A wide range of stakeholders (including scientists, NGOs, policy-makers, the private sector, and
educators) is potentially involved in any attempt
to align CCA-DRR perspectives. Despite growing links between such professional disciplines,
unharmonised expertise and different ways in
which scientific knowledge, statistical data, traditional and local-indigenous knowledge and technical information are collected, processed and
47
communicated have been detected as a barrier.
In this sense, different emphasis on relevant
concepts, and the adoption and use of different registers (i.e. terminologies and definitions)
permeate the two “cultures”, the members
of which often struggle in finding a common
language and debating about the same spectrum
48
of knowledge. Such weak reciprocal understandings could make the identification and implementation of common strategies more difficult. At the
same time, some literature recorded difficulties in
the effective translation of research and academic
research outputs into practice (i.e. tools and tech49
niques) as a hindrance for joint innovation.
The collection and access to a reliable and
comprehensive dataset on past and future events
and trends by climate and disaster risk professionals can be hindered by different modelling capacities and quality. According to some

C

literature, discontinuous and low-resolution information about the localised impacts of climate
change has raised the level of uncertainty associated with climate projections at the local level.
This has generated bottlenecks in the elaboration of cross-cutting analysis and subsequent
decision-making, with particular regard to devel50
oping countries. Growing uncertainty also results
from the difficulties in modelling the complexity of systemic risks, i.e. the impact of extreme
events which depends on the interaction of multi51
ple different factors.
Beyond differences in methodologies for generation and understanding of data, the way in which
technical information influences decision-making
processes is also relevant. In a “vertical” sense, the
lack of communication and transparency between
researchers, decision-makers and beneficiaries
could hamper the implementation of combined
52
CCA-DRR activities. In both sectors, technical
information can be hard to access and understand, especially for local decision-makers, civil
society actors and the general public, for a variety
of reasons (such as lack of scientific knowledge,
heuristic techniques based on practice, or cultural
biases among others). As a result, local communities may lack the capacity to interpret the relevant
data, thus hindering a complete awareness and
53
understanding of expected climate-related risks.

Institutional gaps

Divergences also relate to the way in which CCA
and DRR activities are respectively framed by relevant bodies, both at the national and international
level. In terms of global governance, the lack of
systematic and long-term strategic planning for
the integration of CCA and DRR knowledge and
54
actions has been reported as an issue, and the
two sectors are still coordinated and considered
by different intergovernmental fora and institutions. Consequently, different external financing
systems for domestic action could also represent
an element of fragmentation.

This pattern is generally reproduced at the country level, where respective activities are often
embedded in different administrative entities and
are therefore linked to diverse normative frame55
works and funding lines. For instance, environmental ministries and meteorological services are
more commonly responsible for climate change
issues, while the management of disasters and
related risk is more often put under the responsibilities of civil defence/protection agencies, ministry
of defence/army, ministry of interior or infrastructure development. A clearer allocation of roles and
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responsibilities between stakeholders, especially at
different institutional levels, has been identified in
56
the literature as a driver for improvement.
A third potential stream of political authority,
normative source and implementing activities
are those dealing with development programmes
and agencies, normally more related to economic
institutions. In these contexts, adaptation and risk
reduction should also be considered in order to
57
avoid trade-offs or even conflicting outcomes.
This could lead to a more complex and distributed system of roles and responsibilities, further
58
weakening horizontal coordination.
Vertical setbacks are also possible, i.e. when
sectoral responsibilities are shared by national,
regional and local administrations. This fragmentation, together with limited funding directly
aimed at supporting CCA-DRR integration, often
results from a lack of political commitment and
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motivation; especially at the higher levels of
authority, where both the attention on economic
growth and on immediate humanitarian aid,
can prevail and affect the way in which relevant
norms and policies are designed, political objectives are framed and implementing programmes
59
are financed.
The potential involvement of external donor-driven
projects is not often suitably linked with national
policies and development plans, and this could
60
result in unsustainable and dispersed initiatives.
A discouraging element in this sense arises from
the difficulties in demonstrating to donors the
concrete and short-term results of mainstreaming CCA and DRR actions. In fact, donors tend to
focus on short-term “tangible” outcomes, while
the outcomes of CCA-DRR integration are mostly
61
visible over longer periods.
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ALIGNING CCA AND DRR
RECOMMENDATIONS COMMONLY IDENTIFIED IN
THE LITERATURE THAT COULD BE RELEVANT FOR
LAW AND POLICY
On the basis of the considerations outlined above and
drawing from the relevant academic and practitioner
literature on how to achieve holistic management of
climate-disaster risks (in other words “climate-smart
1
disaster risk management” ), an array of previously
identified recommendations can be consolidated

for the use of law and policy- makers. The following
section will be arranged through the identification
of four main topics: a) cross-sectoral coordination
and governance; b) implementation strategies; c)
funding; and d) information management.
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A

Cross-sectoral coordination and governance

Stimulating national coordination between different ministries, agencies and platforms respectively engaged in CCA and DRR activities is widely
recognised in the literature as one of the key
methods for the accomplishment of effective—
2
and context-specific—coherence. Stronger and
more stable inter-institutional links can result
from comprehensive legislative frameworks and
policies that set the stage for joint responsibilities
and cross-cutting administrative procedures. Such
inter-institutional links should also consider the
overall amelioration of the economic conditions
of the society (poverty reduction and development
goals) as set out in the SDGs and the related global
3
indicator framework. Therefore, institutions
responsible for budget allocation (e.g. ministry of
finance and/or economic development) should be
directly part of this mainstreaming effort.

The objective of strengthening coordination
networks and institutions should be pursued
according to the specificities of any institutional
context (e.g. considering the size and type of
administrative structure as well as social and
economic development levels). The formulation
and subsequent implementation of NAPs could
play a pivotal role in this direction, as demonstrated by the adoption of joint national action
plans (JNAPs)—which incorporate both CCA and
DRM in a single framework - by some countries in
4
the Asia-Pacific region. Further, the same endeavour should be decentralised across sub-national
authorities (regions, provinces, municipalities)
with the aim of empowering local decision-makers,
i.e. those directly experiencing and responding to
5
climate change and disaster risks.
In this regard, the fact that DRR national strategies
could be shaped as a single coordinating framework or as “a system of strategies across sectors
and stakeholder with one overarching document
linking them”, has been identified as a potential
6
opportunity to increase coherence. Ministries/
agencies responsible for the development and
implementation of NAPs and National DRR plat7
forms would logically play a key role in this, as
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8

well as Red Cross Red Crescent National Societies,
and other relevant civil society groups, as useful
supporting entities for linking governments with
9
community level and the most vulnerable.
Political leaders, community advocates and norm
entrepreneurs that could influence new reform
processes and consider short- and long-term
planning on risk exposures, would also facilitate
greater political momentum toward a better integration. Exploring the complementarity between
DRR strategies stemming from the Sendai
Framework and adaptation programmes linked
to the Paris Agreement requirements at both the
local and national levels would allow for more
consistency at the international level, e.g. providing models and good practices highlighting how
the integration of CCA and DRR can be beneficial for the reduction of vulnerabilities, the implementation of international commitments and the
accomplishment of the SDGs.
Better coordination should focus on injecting climate change adaptation into the activity of stakeholders throughout the whole disas10
ter risk management process. In fact, this can
happen either during the design of new protection systems in the preparedness phase (e.g. Early
Warning Systems) or in the aftermath of a disaster
(e.g. urban re-development). The building of new
infrastructures should consider climate change
shifts and resilience objectives and adjust master
11
plans, standards, and regulations accordingly.
Coordination processes aimed at CCA/DRR
integration should contemplate the best way
to respectively connect scientific knowledge
provided by experts, information management
systems provided by sectoral agencies and institutions, and communication strategies to both a
general audience and affected communities. Civil
society and local groups should also be taken into
consideration in an inclusive manner, providing
for instance for the inclusion of bottom-up and
local knowledge and guaranteeing that unique
needs (e.g. linguistic minorities or disabilities) are
12
duly considered.
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B

Implementation strategies

Broadly speaking, CCA and DDR practices and
objectives should be combined by means of the
adoption of converging policies aimed at reducing
gaps between their temporal and spatial scales.
DRR assessments and implementation strategies should consider near-term climate change
scenarios and enable conditions for transformative adaptation that benefit those most at risk and
13
most in need. Contextually, more aligned timeframes should be supported by norms and policies
allowing the actors that promote vulnerability and
risk reduction through the lens of CCA to obtain
sufficient and stable access to long-term funding
and implementation periods.

While a full policy integration at the global level
might not necessarily be considered as a desirable
outcome, as it “may undermine the ability of the
various international policy-making processes to
14
develop and pursue self-determined outcomes”,
holistic risk management approaches should
“identify and reduce actions that contribute to one
15
set of goals, but undermine another”. This could
be envisaged and facilitated by high-level policy
dialogue in both sectors. For example, the Global
Commission on Adaptation initiative provides
an interesting model in this regard, putting in
direct connection political visibility with concrete
16
action tracks.
However, when transposed at the country level,
such dialogues should not simply focus on the
development of models designed on the basis of

C

a one-size-fits-all approach. On the contrary, they
should build on existing capacities and mecha17
nisms. A certain level of flexibility should characterise the national and sub-national elaboration of new norms and projects, i.e. the capacity
to target different systems of risks, vulnerabilities
18
and ecosystems, as well as different sectors and
activities, and consequently involve the broadest
array of stakeholders in their elaboration.
Due to the above-mentioned socio-economic
19
implications, a community-based approach
should be considered as an essential component
for the identification of priorities and objectives of
any climate-smart risk management implementation activity, with particular regard to vulnera20
ble and marginalised groups. Cultural changes
in human and societal behaviours have been
21
considered as equally beneficial. Additionally,
local-level capacities and indigenous traditions
and practices should be contemplated in the
design and implementation of adaptive measures.
This would favour the development of inclusive
and sustainable solutions and livelihood resilience
22
potential, such as “last mile” multi-hazard EWSs.
“Nature-based” solutions (e.g. planting trees on
riverbanks to reduce flooding risk, agricultural
projects reducing soil erosion or planting coastal
mangrove forests to protect human settlements
from hurricanes) have also been identified as suitable opportunities to enhance CCA-DRR coher23
ence in practice and boost societal resilience.

Funding

Monetary resources for integrated strategies could
come from public budgets, international actors
(multilateral and regional funds) or private donors.
According to some authors, these different sources
should be consistently combined, through the
involvement of ministries with responsibilities
for managing public finances, thus permitting
an effective cost/benefit analysis and a flexible

allocation to both specific activities and more
24
long-term strategies. In particular, the protection of the poorest and most vulnerable in society
could be strengthened through the adoption of
appropriate social protection systems and contributory schemes for the diversification and reduc25
tion of the risks.
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Other sources report that awareness-raising
actions on the existence of multiple funding
mechanisms should be considered as a means to
improve access to different sources and opportunities. A major engagement of the private sector
and public-private partnerships could be considered both at the national as well as international/
26
intergovernmental level.

D

Information management

Governmental decision-making and related
normative frameworks should be based on an
adequate understanding of exposure, vulnerability and resilience, especially in light of their
continuously shifting dimensions. This result
should be attained through the development of
more aligned monitoring processes, information management systems, and updating mechanisms which should be relevant and enable/
29
target a diversity of stakeholders. It has been
suggested that a major improvement in information management could be achieved through
greater access and exchange between different
data sets and models, including free access and
30
unimpeded uses through web-portals.
Improved spatial and temporal coverage capacity of models on (near-term) climate change
31
projections, which address different (and even
localised) time and space frames, would support
climate risk assessment tools (e.g. forecast-based
32
financing—FbF) , alongside the better capacity
to link such data with social and economic data
33
sets. Non-quantifiable information, such as that
on political stability and governance capacities,
should also be considered, especially in critical
areas where variations of demographic trends are
likely, and conflict and security issues could raise.
Harmonised references to currently provided
definitions of fundamental concepts such as risk
34
and resilience, as well as of joint indicators or
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In particular, private sector and other external
funding should be promoted by public authorities
as a tool to facilitate an integrated approach and
diminish vulnerabilities at the community level,
e.g. with regard to protection instruments such
27
as insurance, risk transfer and credit schemes.
The establishment and scaling-up of pre-arranged
climate disaster risk financing instruments,
such as national, regional or market insurance
28
programmes might be considered.

metrics specifically aimed at monitoring and evaluating progress toward achieving combined adaptation and risk reduction goals, would be a major
35
improvement. To counter the lack of information and knowledge uncertainty, previous practice
on scenario-based planning has proved to be a
good driver for testing the implementation of new
climate-smart disaster risk management and their
36
impact on societal vulnerabilities and resilience.
In order to facilitate this, the strengthening of
platforms or initiatives where scientific pieces of
evidence are “translated” in a timely, accessible and
policy-relevant manner and to promote connections between technical experts, policy-makers
and other stakeholders has been described as
37
beneficial. Traditional and experience-based
knowledge provided by local actors and indigenous populations should be included, as a tool to
better capture the context-specific dynamics of
38
different risks under a changing climate.
Finally, the ad hoc training of professional figures
capable of interpreting risk information and translating them according to the end-user’s practical
needs should also be considered as a method for
knowledge transfer and capacity-building among
different sectors (e.g. engineering, water and sanitation, health). Specific education programmes
could be part of this effort and disseminate knowledge on CCA-DRR coherence in classrooms.
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OVERALL CONCLUSIONS ON THE REVIEW
This review has been drafted as a point of departure and not of arrival. It took stock of a theme that,
despite a growing interest in the last 10–15 years,
still appears as one of the most significant and challenging cross-cutting topics of the post-2015 global
agenda. It provides a summary of the most widely
cited drivers of change that could facilitate more
coherence between CCA and DRR sectors, to be considered within the global framework of the SDGs.
The comparative analysis of more than 60 documents on the subject generally suggests that the
objective of achieving in-country integrated and
sustainable CCA-DRR settings largely depends
on the adoption of normative tools. These tools
would positively contribute to such outcome by
enabling enhanced coordination and communication between all stakeholders, reducing duplications,
39
optimising resources and improving effectiveness.
However, the literature does not provide a detailed
analysis of specific normative models and standards,
and empirical findings on their impact. This calls for
further research to better define the role of law and
policy on this subject.
As mentioned in the introduction, this review sets
the scene for the conduction of new empirical
research in selected countries across the globe that
have experienced recent normative processes with
relevance for CCA-DRR alignment. This endeavour
should not strive for making normative claims about
what degree or type of integration is preferable, or
about the identification of a single, ideal normative
model. On the contrary, it will be aimed at identifying successful practices and/or main challenges in
the adoption of normative tools that strengthened
resilience capacities and reduced vulnerabilities in a
specific country, region or community. Ideally, these

original findings will provide new benchmarks for
the adoption of successful practice in other national
and subnational contexts.
Balancing any future attempt to innovate laws and
policies dealing with climate-related risks to the
actual political and economic priorities of governments is and will remain crucial. At the same time,
the concept of “social acceptance”, i.e. the utmost
consideration of the involved persons, through participatory approaches aimed at respecting local
conditions and supporting local development,
40
appears as one of the most relevant conditions.
In this direction, the above-mentioned field-trip
investigations will pay particular attention to the
involvement of communities and the consideration
of vulnerable and marginalised group in both the
development and implementation of new law and
policies.
Once the findings resulting from this empirical
assessment will have been analysed and processed,
they will be instrumental to a twofold outcome. First,
they will be presented and discussed with scholars
and academic communities, with the aim of providing new transdisciplinary knowledge in this sector,
pointing at synthesising a holistic and merged (rather
41
than shared) approach. Secondly, they will support the IFRC’s work on “climate-smart disaster risk
management laws” and the development of advocacy and guidance tools for law and policy-makers.
Bearing in mind the need to link research practice
with concrete normative improvement, such tools
will be disseminated to support governments and
other stakeholders interested in launching legislative and policy reform processes.
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